PSAV Grants

If you apply for a PSAV Grant, please include which session you desire in your grant application.

Education & Engagement for Modern Times

Session Description

There is a great deal of buzz around attracting and engaging Millennials and Gen Z'ers. In reality, today's technology has changed the way everyone learns and has increased the need for more engaging and interactive sessions. We will discuss what has changed and why. We will explore ideas around delivering educational content in new ways and making a more engaging experience using both tech- and non-tech-based solutions.

Learner Outcomes

- Understand the changing needs of the modern attendee
- Know why engagement is more challenging
- Discover how today's attendees want to learn
- Gather many new ideas to use at your event

Technology Ways to Wow

Session Description

Don’t get left behind, technology ways to WOW!

When great ideas can be gained from a keystroke or click, event planners and guests are expected to be WOW’d with every experience created. If you’re not, your competition probably is. This session will provide ideas, inspiration and takeaways on leveraging technology to surprise and delight guests on any budget.

Learner Outcomes

- Understand why using event technology will elevate your meetings and make them more successful
- Discover new ideas to leverage technology for inspiring events and enhanced messaging
- Learn how to create impact with technology regardless of budget constraints

Network Know How

Session Description

An in-depth discussion on event internet and the considerations a meeting planner should address when planning for event-critical internet. This includes bandwidth, network infrastructure and support.

Learner Outcomes

- Understand nuances of event internet needs
- Identify the bandwidth needs for their events
- Uncover the network infrastructure of an event venue
- Determine their support needs